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The purpose of a Post Incident Analysis (PIA) is learning. A PIA may be initiated when a 
significant incident occurs, regardless of type or outcome. Facts are gathered through dispatch 
transcripts, FD707 written reports, available video, and individual interviews. Every effort is 
made to ensure the analysis is accurate.  
 
The PIA committee, composed of members of the Denver Fire Department representing ranks 
from Firefighter to Assistant Chief, reviews all the aforementioned information to build the PIA. 
The PIA report includes background information, incident overview, a final analysis, and 
recommendations. The success of the PIA Team is dependent upon the cooperation of all 
members. The goal of the process is to provide an enhanced method to disseminate critical 
lessons learned from an incident, allowing us to learn from actions taken and to improve our 
current strategy and tactics. 
 
Fraternally, 
 
The Denver Fire Department PIA Committee 
 



General Incident Overview 
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971 S. Dahlia Response 
 

Initial Assignment: E05, E19, E24, T19, TR15, R02, D03, D04, OPS-2, E18 (RIT) 
 

• E5 On Scene with fire attack on 3rd floor. 
• E19 On Scene with water supply and B/U line on 3rd floor. 
• T19 On Scene with FE, SAR, and initial command, primary on 3rd floor. 
• D03 On Scene with command. 
• E24 On Scene with secondary water supply and second back up line on 3rd floor, Primary on 2nd 

floor. 
• TR15 On Scene, reported to command for an assignment, laddered Bravo side for egress, 

controlled utilities, primary search on 1st floor. 
• OPS2 On Scene with safety. 
• D04 On Scene with Charlie side. 
• E18 On Scene with RIT. 
• R2 On Scene with pulling Ceiling on 3rd floor. 
• 20-minute time stamp from Dispatch 
• Command requested two “rigs” for staging (E21 and T16 added by dispatch) 
• T19 states water on fire 
• E5, T19, E19, E24, R2, and Safety on 3rd floor 
• E24 redeployed to roof with hoseline to extinguish burning roof materials. 
• Division 3 is established with T19 and Div. Sup. 
• Building primary and evacuation is complete. 
• E21 on scene and staged (per command request). 
• T16 on scene and staged (per command request). 
• T16 assigned to roof. 
• T16 assigned as roof division sup. 
• Air/Light on Scene 
• T15 assigned as Div. 3 Sup. To replace T19. 
• E5 assigned to REHAB, E18 assigned to Div. 3 
• E21 assigned RIT 
• 30-minute time stamp from Dispatch 
• Per D04, fire running eves under E24. 
• T19 assigned to roof to assist T16. 
• Command requests one more “rig” for staging, (E11 added by dispatch). 
• E19 was in REHAB, assigned back to 3rd floor. 
• E24 is low on air, requests replacement on roof, E5 assigned to roof. 
• E11 on scene and staged. 
• R2 assigned to REHAB. 
• T15 requests replacement as Div. 3 Sup. due to low air. 
• 45-minute time stamp from Dispatch 
• R2 and E19 assigned to REHAB by command, E24 assigned as replacement. 
• REHAB is at Air/Light. 
• E18 assigned to REHAB. 
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• Command conducts PAR’s of companies assigned. 
• Command requests Arson. 
• Roof division sends T19 and E5 down for REHAB. 
• E21 sent to Roof to replace T19 and E5. 
• E11 assigned as RIT. 
• MAYDAY called by roof division (D04) for a firefighter through the roof. 
• RIT team deployed. 
• EMS copied direct, moved up. 
• E18 deployed as RIT. 
• Safety states E21A is ok, working on removing him from attic via ladder to 3rd floor. 
• Balance of E21 removed from roof, roof ops concluded. 



Rig Placement Map 
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Incident Scene Pictures 
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Incident Scene Pictures 
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Incident Scene Pictures 
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Incident Scene Pictures 
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Incident Scene Pictures 
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Observations and Recommendations 
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The focus of the Observations and Recommendations section has been narrowed to include the following 
factors: 

1. Observations are determined to have either directly influenced or added to the chain of events that 
created an undesirable action or outcome. 

2. Recommendations must include actionable steps to preclude future undesirable actions or 
outcomes. 

3. The purpose of this section is meant to be utilized as a training tool, not as a discipline tool.  The 
observations and recommendations included in this synopsis are meant to be utilized at all levels 
of the organization to improve our service delivery. 

 
 
Observation 1:  Tablet Command was not utilized at the onset of this incident. 
 
Reference:  PIA 17-01 
 
Analysis:  
Failure to set up tablet command created confusion, hampered communication between District Chiefs, 
and ultimately had a negative effect on the mitigation of this incident. 

 
Recommendations:  

1. Position appropriate Tablet Command training for all members assigned to Operations, Training, 
and Dispatch.  Even the newest members of this organization would benefit in understanding how 
they fit into the Incident Command System and how that position is being tracked and 
communicated at all levels. 

2. Adding tablet command capabilities (e.g. iPads) to all Truck Companies for usage by the initial 
IC would be beneficial to early creation of the command structure and mitigate the “catch-up 
time” for the first arriving District Chief who takes command. 

3. An Incident Command Assistant (e.g. Chief’s aide) could have assisted in setting up and 
maintaining the incident on Tablet Command before arrival, saving valuable time and relieving 
already congested radio communications. 
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Observation 2:  There were multiple breakdowns at the command and control level. 
 
Reference:   SOG 2111.20 (Incident Command), SOG 2111.06 (Level 1 and Level 2 Staging), NIMS/ICS 
Best Practices, PIA 16-01, PIA 16-02, PIA 17-01, PIA 18-01, PIA 18-02 
 
Analysis: 
The PIA Committee notes that the overall strategy and tactics employed in this incident by the IC were in 
line with the SOGs and best practices of the DFD and contributed greatly to the mitigation of the incident. 
 
Challenges at the command and control level of this incident that led directly to the mayday or reduced 
the ability of the incident command structure to adequately respond to the mayday included: 

1. Lack of a command presence and lack of company level discipline: 
a. The lack of a clearly articulated plan to transfer command from the initial incident 

commander to the first arriving District Chief convoluted the building of the IC structure. 
b. Upon the inception of the incident command structure including divisions and groups, the 

IC should have stated who the division/group supervisors were and provided clear 
direction on which companies were reporting to each supervisor. This should have been 
communicated over the radio and tracked via tablet command for accountability 
purposes. 

c. There were multiple instances where critical radio communications were not echoed, 
commands were not followed, and requests were not acknowledged (the IC ordered 
companies to come off the roof three times and was ignored, E05 requested a ladder three 
times and was not acknowledged, and Chief 4 requested assignment to the Charlie side 
and was not acknowledged). 

2. Inability to recognize when the span of control had been exceeded: 
a. This was a labor-intensive operation in an occupied three-story apartment building on a 

weekend morning with fire potentially running the attic space. Initial assignments did not 
leave any resources in staging for potential fire spread and/or a mayday emergency. It 
was noted that companies had to leave the IDLH environment due to low air. Command 
did call for three extra resources, one of which was utilized as the RIT during the 
mayday.  

b. Level 2 staging was not set up (as recommended for any incident where resources exceed 
a 1st alarm assignment). 

 
Recommendations:  

1. Develop formalized, standardized, periodic, ongoing, and varied (i.e. structure fires, technical 
operations, active shooters, etc.) Incident Command training for Chief Officers and Captains that 
is peer reviewed to develop a shared mental model. 

2. Design ongoing position appropriate standardized radio communications training for all 
Operations and Dispatch members. 

3. Conduct standardized performance reviews of significant incidents for on scene Chiefs including 
the audio file from dispatch, the NFIR, Tablet Command information, and notes from the MDT. 

4. Ensure that the first in District Chief assumes command and articulates the command location via 
radio communication and conduct a face to face transfer with the previous incident commander if 
reasonable under the circumstances.  
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5. Communications should be acknowledged, echoed, and acted upon.  At a minimum, company 
level assignments and actions should be addressed in an on scene informal after-action review.  A 
department level standardized process for conducting this review should be developed and Chief 
Officers and Captains should be trained in its implementation. 

6. Consider requesting a second alarm as soon as, if not before, the fire exceeds the resources of the 
first alarm assignment. 

7. When calling anything above a 1st alarm assignment, IC should consider setting up Level 2 
staging. This allows for a controlled stream of resources to effectively mitigate the incident and 
address any unforeseen fire growth, strategy change, or other complications. 
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Observation 3:  Mayday and RIT guidelines were not adhered to. 
 
Reference:   SOG 2110.20 (Mayday Guidelines for Emergency Incidents), PIA 15-01, PIA 16-01, PIA 
16-02, PIA 18-01 
 
Analysis: 
Failure to adhere to the DFD Mayday and RIT Procedures included: 

1. Different companies were relieved and assigned to RIT throughout the incident creating a lack of 
awareness of the conditions, building, command structure, rig assignments, and RIT plan.  

2. Some RIT assignment changes were not communicated over the radio. 
3. The E-21 Delta firefighter (probationary) was reassigned from the RIT to go to the roof for 

training purposes; this action brought the RIT company to three members. 
4. Command did not hear the initial mayday. 
5. Dispatch did not acknowledge the mayday. 
6. A formalized PAR was not initialized after the mayday was called.  However, a visual PAR was 

conducted by the IC. 

 
Recommendations:  

1. Incident Commanders should consider keeping the same company in the RIT position to maintain 
continuity of the RIT plan. 

2. RIT assignments must be communicated over the radio. 
3. Ensure that members of the RIT are not reassigned to other tasks to ensure compliance with DFD 

SOGs, which require that the RIT shall always have four assigned members. 
4. Job wide periodic and ongoing training on mayday and RIT procedures.  For command officers, 

this should include management of a mayday incident. 
5. Add a second iPad in District Chief rigs to give to RIT members to track the incident command 

structure. 
6. Revise the Mayday SOG to ensure that it conforms to the latest training and radio upgrade. 
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Observation 4:  A formal Level II rehab should have been implemented. 
 
Reference:   SOG 2111.11 (Firefighter Rehabilitation During Emergency Incidents) 
 
Analysis: 
The Air Light was requested, and an informal Level 1 rehab was utilized.  However, this was an extended 
operation that had resources assigned beyond that of a first alarm assignment and had some crews 
operating on multiple air bottles.  In addition, this incident was a very labor-intensive operation, with 
crews pulling ceiling, conducting fire attack and roof operations. These conditions are indications to 
implement a Level II rehab.  Although this did not have a direct effect on the mayday being called, the 
PIA Committee believes that in an incident of this size and complexity, having crews effectively 
rehabilitated sooner would have enabled them to more effectively respond in the event of a mayday or 
other unforeseen complications. 
 
Recommendations:  

1. Ensure that Level II rehab is included in District Chief level ICS and command and control 
training. 

2. Include a notification within Tablet Command to prompt Incident Commanders when Level 2 
rehab should be implemented (at a time stamp or when companies have been assigned beyond 
that of a first alarm assignment).   
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Observation 5:  Safety Officer Roles and Responsibilities 
 
Reference:   SOG 2110.05 (Safety Officer Roles and Responsibilities), PIA 18-01, PIA 18-02 
 
Analysis: 
The Incident Safety Officer (ISO) is a relatively new position on the Department and there was confusion 
as to the role they played in determining strategy, tactics, and their place in the incident command 
structure at this incident.   
 
Recommendations:  
Review, refine, and clarify the Safety Officer Roles and Responsibilities SOG and incorporate in IC 
training. 
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Observation 6:  Add critical incident benchmarks to the MDT notes for possible second alarm companies 
to increase their situational awareness. 
 
Reference:  N/A 
 
Analysis: 
E11 was on a medical at the beginning of this incident and became available when the IC requested an 
additional engine.  E11 was added though members had not been aware of the incident.  When E11 
arrived, they were assigned to relieve the RIT company though they had the most limited perspective on 
the building, fire development, the IC structure, and crew deployment. 
 
Recommendations:  

1. Adding critical benchmarks to the MDT notes would be helpful for companies in this situation to 
quickly come up to speed on the incident and mitigation progress. 

2. Making the Tablet Command Incident Commander View accessible through the MDT or through 
an ESO tablet for incoming companies to review prior to arrival.  
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Observation 7:  Roof operations training and relevant SOGs were not followed. 
 
Reference:   2113.03 (Truck Company Operations at Multiple Family Dwellings) 
 
Analysis: 
There were several actions that contradicted applicable SOGs, department level training, and best 
practices including: 

1. Early observations of fire and smoke location indicated a roof or attic fire which suggested early 
and aggressive roof operations. 

2. Plainly stated, there were too many members on the roof. 
3. Engine company members assigned to the roof, including the member that fell through the roof, 

did not have a sounding tool. 

 
Recommendations:  

1. Position appropriate, periodic, and ongoing roof operations training for all Operations members. 
2. Command officers should have specific and ongoing training for when aggressive roof operations 

are indicated. 
3. Members not needed on the roof should egress the roof immediately. 
4. The officer in charge of roof operations needs to “control the roof” by limiting the number of 

essential personnel to sawyer(s), sounder(s), and hoseline personnel if a hoseline is indicated. 
5. All companies assigned to the roof division, including engine companies and District Chiefs, 

must have a sounding tool. 
6. Post the roof committee’s roof operation class in Target Solutions and have it reviewed 

periodically by all operations personnel. 
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First 911 Call: 
Caller – Disp: I got tenneseee and dahlia on the line we have an apartment building on fire 
Caller: Yep.  Just the roof is on fire.  Northwest corner.  Tennesee and Dahlia. 
Disp: The NW corner?  What floor? 
Caller: The roof 
Disp:  Roof.  Ok.  How many stories is it? 
Caller:  Looks like 3. 
Disp:  Unreadable.  Ok.  Can you tell if the alarms are going off? 
Caller:  I can’t really tell. 
Disp: Alright.  We’re headed that way. 
Caller:  Thank you. 
Disp:  Thanks. 
 
Second 911 Call: 
Disp:  Denver Fire Dispatch 
911Op: Hey I’m transferring over the Tennessee and Dahlia Fire.  Caller? 
Caller:  Yes…I’m calling from 951 on the 3rd floor looking across at 971 and it’s coming out 
through the roof toward the back end of the building facing the N side of the building or maybe 
it’s the crest of the roof.  Uhh…toward the back side of the building from off of Dahlia street in 
971. 
Disp: On the back side is where the flames are right? 
Caller: Yes at the very top toward the peak of the roof.  Towards, behind the second set of 
chimneys.  In the part of the roof. 
Disp:  Alright we have a bunch of rigs headed that way now. 
Caller: Alright.  I was just looking right across at it and I heard some popping and some noises 
and looked out and saw the fire shooting out the roof so. 
Disp:  Yup.  Ok.  Do you know if that building is occupied? 
Caller:  Yes it is.  It has all full tenants in it. 
Disp:  Ok.  Can you tell if it’s evacuated? 
Caller:  It looks like people are walking out one door.  I haven’t seen a lot of people come out.  
Just one person with a cat. 
Disp:  Ok 
Caller:  Looks like maybe it could be occupied  based on the units.  Looks like the fire might be 
coming out of the end of the hallways…uhhh…not the end of the hallways.  But over the end 
units…or 2 end units. 
Disp:  Ok. 
Caller: Since it’s in the middle of the building but it’s hard to tell.  It looks like it’s coming out of 
near a vent but I can’t tell.  It could be a fire dryer.  Dryer fire I mean. 
Disp:  Ok 
Caller:  Ok.  Maintenance just showed up.  He’s going in to evacuate the building.   
Disp:  Perfect.  Alright, we’re headed that way too. 
Caller:  Thank you.  I appreciate it 
Disp:  Thank you. 
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Third 911 Call: 
Disp:  Fire Dispatch. 
911Op: Yeah I got an additional caller for 971 S Dahlia.  Go ahead 
Disp:  Ok.  Go ahead caller.  This is the fire dept. 
Caller:  The apt number? 
Disp:  Do you know what apt number it is? 
Caller:  I don’t know the apt number.  I just know that it’s the 3rd floor of 971 S Dahlia Street.  A 
truck just pulled up. 
Disp:  Yup.  We’re on scene now.  Ok.  Alright.  We’ll take care of it.  Thank you. 
Caller:  Thank you guys.All – DISP: updated address 971 S Dahlia St (rep) 
 
On-Scene Radio Traffic: 
E5: E5 laying in from Dalia and Tennessee.  I got smoke in the air.   
DISP: copy E5 laying in 
E5: E5 on scene 3 story apt building.  I got smoke showing.  Fast attack mode 
DISP: copy 0857 
E19: 19’s going to work at 5’s plug 
T19: Truck 19 on scene.  This is a 3-story multifamily structure. Fire showing from roof T19 in 
command on tac3 
C3: C3 on scene 
E24: E24 on scene catching plug at Tennessee and Dahlia 
CMD: CMD copy 
C3: C3 now in command.  E5 & E19 on attack. T19 accessing roof 
DISP: DISP copy 
UNK – Looks like fire is coming from top floor or the roof 
DISP copy 
CMD – DISP : reports from caller that fire is in apt on 3rd floor 
Unk: Copy apt on 3rd floor 
CMD – E5 : Need a little giant and charge my line 
TR15: TR15 on scene 
CMD – TR15: come to command and I will give you assignment 
TR15: Copy 
CMD – Ops2: on scene.  Safety.  Heavy fire from C side from roof. 
CMD: do I have access for a truck back there? 
C4: Negative you do not have access from the rear 
Copy 
C4: C4 on scene. Do you want me on the C side? 
CMD – E5: Definitely in attic.  Going to start pulling ceiling. 
CMD: copy.  I’m getting a ladder thrown to the south side of the building for secondary egress.  I 
will get you a truck up there. And I got 19’s coming up there to help you now. 
CMD – c4: you have a shed in the rear that is going to limit your roof access.  We can’t get a 
stick here based on the wires and all fire is blowing out C side attic 
CMD: copy that.  I have a stick going up in the parking lot on the north right now 
C side – SFTY: CMD…go ahead.  We can access this from the B side 
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CMD: copy.  Street side is A on the Dahlia side 
E18: 18’s on scene.  We are RIT.  Staged at Dexter and Tennessee.  Reporting to CMD post 
CMD - E5:  Need a little giant to 3rd floor 
CMD – SFTY: No Answer. 
E5 – CMD: You should have 2 members from 19’s pulling ceiling for you right now.  If you need 
anybody else 
E5: Little Giant (Unreadable) putting water on it now.  I could use one more truck crew for 
overhaul 
CMD – SFTY: stating he needs another truck company up there to start pulling ceiling 
CMD: ok.  I have R2 coming up there now to pull ceiling 
UNK: E24B go ahead and charge 2.5 
UNK: and go ahead and charge the other 1.75 
E24B: 24A water coming 
E19A – E19B: Did you guys want water on that 1.75? 
E19A: Yeah…we need water on that 
E19B: copy that.  Waters coming on the 1.75 
CMD – T19C: (called again) Primary search on 3rd floor complete and negative.  Checking for 
extension right now 
CMD – E5: you might need somebody to (Unreadable) 
CMD: unable to copy.  Repeat 
E5: Need a little giant up here to access (Unreadable).  Right now we are not seeing any active 
fire up there. 
CMD: ok…there is still active fire coming out of the roof.  So pull the ceiling on all apt’s and get 
some water in the attic 
UNK: copy 
E5 – T19B: I have your little giant.  Where do you want it 
UNK – Unreadable 
T16: standing by 
CMD: Go ahead 
E24 – CMD: E24 3rd floor 
CMD: make sure all apt’s are clear on the 3rd floor then go make sure all 2nd floor apt’s are clear. 
CMD – E24: 3rd floor is clear.  We are checking the 2nd 
CMD: copy.  Let me know when you are clear.  That is a primary on the 2nd floor 
CMD – SFTY: Are power and utilities are secured? 
CMD:  I have not heard that so I’m going to say no. 
UNK – Unreadable – going to pull ceiling and see if we can find any active fire 
CMD: CMD copies.  I still have active fire coming out of the roof 
UNK – copy that 
CMD – e24: 2nd floor clear 
CMD: copy.  3rd and 2nd floor are clear 
CMD – c4: seems like the party wall is holding most of the fire in the center core.  I have not yet 
moved into the attic on the C side. 
CMD: copy.  Unit in the center.  Is that what you would call that? 
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C4: affirmative.  That’s what I would call that.  I have TR15 getting secondary egress on the B 
side to the window 
CMD: ok.  Copy 
CMD – E18: RIT is now staged at the bumper of T19 
CMD: copy.  My RIT 
CMD – E5: Unreadable 
CMD: power is off to the building 
CMD – TR15B:  RP stated there is no gas to the building.  All utilities are controlled. 
CMD: ok.  Copy.   
CMD – DISP: you are about 20 minutes in. 
CMD: copy 20 minutes in. 
DISP – CMD: send me 2 rigs for staging please 
DISP: copy.  2 rigs.  Do you need an engine and a truck? 
CMD: that will be fine.  I’ll have them stage on Tennessee 
DISP: copy that.   
CMD – C4: 2 ladders secondary egress set to the 3rd floor on B side.  2 members of TR15 
searching 1st floor and it looks like they are getting water on the fire 
CMD: looks good from here.  Excellent.  Thank you. 
CMD – T19: we found the seat of the fire.  We’re getting water on the fire right now. 
CMD: copy waters on the fire right now 
CMD – SFTY: just a quick update.  You have T 19 E5 E19.  They’re on the 3rd floor. And E24 R2 
is in a separate entrance on the 3rd floor 
CMD: are you not able to make contact with R2? 
SFTY:  Right now I just had a face to face with T19.  They are getting a knock on the fire right 
now.  R2 is in that apt which is all the way to the C side. 
CMD: Ok.  Right now it looks like we got water on the fire and it’s improving from the outside 
SFTY: copy that 
SFTY – T19: I do have contact with R2 
CMD – C4: looks like the bulk of interior fire knocked.  We are going to need a line on the roof. 
We have some shingles burning exterior they won’t be able to get to. 
CMD: copy that.  I’ve got a ladder up on the D side…correction…I have an aerial on the D side.  
If we can get a rig.  Let’s have 24’s get a line all the way from the outside to the roof 
E24 – CMD: No Response 
CMD – SFTY: are you in position to send me an engine company to send to the roof? 
CMD – E24: we’re good with pulling a line 
CMD: I’m unable to copy your transmission 
SFTY – CMD: would you send 24’s down to go to the roof? 
SFTY: copy that.  They have a charged hand line on the 3rd floor.  I will send them down also 
recommend that you make T19 your Div3. 
CMD: copy.  T19 you are Div3 
T19: copy.  We’ll be Div3 
CMD: ok.  Copy.  You will have Rescue, E5, and E19 
E24: Unreadable 
SFTY: E24 is heading out now.  They are going to the roof 
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CMD: ok copy 
CMD – TR15: Tr15B.  1st floor being evacuated.  We have one other individual.  All clear. 
CMD: ok…that completes the building.  Is there a basement below that 1st floor? 
TR15: Neg.  will go back out and double check with RP 
CMD: ok.  Declare building primary complete 
UNK – R2: Unreadable…pulling ceiling…Unreadable…I think we are getting water on the fire. 
CMD: from the outside it looks much improved 
CMD – Div3: update…we are still pulling ceiling and uh…getting water on the fire 
CMD: Div3 command copies 
Div3 – CMD: No response 
E21: E21 on scene 
CMD:  E21 I copy. 
Div3 – CMD: no response 
R2 – CMD: just so everyone knows.  I’ve got 2 ladders secondary egress in the windows on the 
S side of the 3rd floor if anyone gets stuck as well as 1 on the roof for 24’s 
R2: copy…Unreadable 
CMD: yeah…there’s a little shingle fire on the roof that we need to address. 
CMD – T16: We are staged and we can get a stick to the roof if you need us 
CMD: standby 
CMD – E21: do you have an assignment for us? 
CMD: standby E21 
CMD – C4: I believe we should probably put a Truck company on the roof with 24’s.  Looks like 
that fire is running up that chimney stack and is up on the roof top.  We are going to need to 
open it up 
CMD: ok copy what truck do I have in staging? 
C4: I believe you have 16’s in staging.  But I have 15’s with saws at this ladder point. 
CMD: ok  I have T16 right here.  I’m going to put them to work and have them go to the roof with 
E24.  T16 did you copy? 
T16: copy 
CMD – Div3: If it’s possible if we can get a hole cut above this fire.  We’re really having a hard 
time clearing the smoke 
CMD: copy.  I’ve got T16 on the roof with E24.  T16 is going to be my roof division.  They are 
going to open up that chimney and see if we can figure out where the fire is behind there 
CMD – AL: AL on scene.  Just trying to find a good place to park. 
UNK - CMD: I’m sending you TR15 to switch out with Div3 
CMD: copy.   
Div3: copies.  Were down on air 
CMD: T19 swap out with TR15.  TR15 you’re going to be Div3 
TR15: copies.  Did you say Div3? 
CMD: copy.  TR15 is Div3 
TR15: copy 
CMD:  Roof div…let me know when you have that opened up. 
CMD – E24: We’re on the N side on the roof.  That fire is on the S.  We’re going to walk around 
to the other side. 
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CMD: ok.  Copy.  You can’t get to it from that side. 
C4 – E24:  I think you’re going to have better access  going up and over the roof than bringing a 
line to this side. 
E24: copy that 
E5 – CMD: why don’t you come out and rehab.  I will get another company to substitute for you. 
E5: copy  
E5: command do you want to send them up? 
CMD: E5 are you coming out? 
E5:  on my way chief 
CMD: E21 take the spot of E5 
E5A: 5C & 5D.  You guys come out too 
E21 – E5: we are on the N side if you want to take our line up.  We are on the N side 
Div3 – CMD:  
TR15 – CMD: I’m pulling E5 off the 3rd floor and giving you E19 
TR15: copies 
CMD: correction.  That’s E18.  And E21 will take the spot of E18 
TR15: E19 needs to switch out bottles 
CMD – DISP:  You’re 30 minutes in 
Roof div – CMD: the fire that I’m looking at in the middle of the apt…is that on the roof or below 
in the attic? 
RoofDiv: attic chief 
CMD:  ok…you should have E24 soon to hit that. 
RoofDiv:  Affirmative…they’re up there. 
UNK: E5B Charge your line 
E5B: E24 waters coming 
CMD – CDiv: chief…I can see from the C side that you have fire running underneath the eaves, 
all the way up on the wall where 24’s is working.  16’s needs to open all that 
CMD: open up the roof?  Is that what I’m  
CDiv: yes sir.  Let’s open up from that peak all the way to that D side…down to that stack as 
well…we have fire running. 
CMD:  is that along that fire proofing wall between the apt’s? 
CDiv:  Yes it is.  I’m standing on the C/D corner looking at the fire now.  You can open that from 
the peak to the D side it will get them to that fire. 
CMD: RoofDiv…did you copy that? 
CMD: RoofDiv from CMD…do you need another couple saws up there? 
RoofDiv:  That’s affirmative chief.  We could probably use a saw 
T19:  Yeah…T19…we have a saw.  We’ll bring one up to them 
CMD: If you guys are rested and ready to go we could use you on the roof. 
T19: copy that.  We’ll go to the roof. 
CMD – Div3: we’re chasing this fire down.  Looks like no active fire around the fire place flu’s.  
Still having a hard time finding it. 
CMD:  Ok…just ensure that all of the drywall is off of the ceiling to the addition unit to the west. 
And make sure we don’t have any fire there.  Right along the wall 
Div3: copy 
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CMD:  And RoofDiv we’re adding T19 to come up and help 
DISP – CMD: can you send me one more rig for staging 
DISP: Engine or Truck? 
CMD: engine will be fine 
DISP: copy that.  One more engine for staging 
CMD – CDiv: 24’s and 15’s are right in that area now I was looking at.  They are getting it 
CMD: good news 
SFTY – CMD: are you in position to take a walk on the 3rd floor for me? 
SFTY: I just did rounds.  They are having a hard time locating it 
CMD: copy.  Will you come face to face with me please 
SFTY: affirmative.   
TR15 – SFTY: It’s gonna be working that fire stack adjacent to the original fire stack towards the 
N side.   
TR15: copy.  Towards the N side.  Were working here just to the W.  of that initial stack.  Well 
start heading home 
CMD – E19:  We’re going back up. 
CMD – E24: We’re low on air and coming down.  Do you want to send a crew up to take over? 
CMD – E24: CMD do you copy we are going down to get air? 
CMD – Div3: we’ve got this ceiling around the chimney case opened up.  It’s all clean.  I think it 
might actually be running the chase itself.  We’ll keep working on the drywall but we might need 
to get a saw on the roof if they haven’t already.   
CMD:   we’ve got the roof opened up and it might be in the wall between the 2 apt’s.  I’ve got 
SFTY coming up to assist where we think it is. 
CMD – CDiv: RoofDiv just opened that chimney stack and have active fire coming out now.  So 
it’s right where they were cutting.  Just took a little to get to it.  I believe we have a line in place 
to get water on it. 
CMD: ok.  I took 24’s off the roof Div.  Do you need an engine up there or are they ok operating 
a line? 
CMD – E24: we are coming down to change bottles 
CMD: E24…come off the roof.  I’m going to put up E5 in your place 
RoofDiv: copy…E5 taking E24 place on the roof 
E5: copy…going to the roof 
CMD:  just wait until 24’s comes down then go up 
E5: copy sir 
UNK – T16: Are you able to operate that hand line and get that fire knocked there? 
T16:  I could use an Engine company up here to operate that line.  I’ve got all the companies up 
here going to work. 
RoofDiv – CMD: We have E24 coming off and E5 coming up to help 
RoofDiv: Copy E5 coming up 
Div3 – CMD: Trying to get a count of whos left on 3rd floor and who needs to come out for rehab 
CMD – SFTY: That’s TR15’s Div3, E18, E19 & R2 
CMD: Ok and send down anybody that needs to rehab 
SFTY:  Ok, copy, they are all working on that party wall with that adjacent firestack 
CMD: copy, they have all had one location (UNK), but just double check 
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SFTY:  Ok  copy that 
CMD – DISP: you should have E11 coming on scene shortly to stage 
CMD: copy.  E11- CMD if you would stage on Tennessee please 
E11: copy.  We are pulling up on scene now 
CMD RoofDiv: we’ve opened up the chimney on the S side of the building with active fire.  
We’re knocking it at this time. 
CMD: copy, active fire up the chimney getting water on it at this time. 
E11: on scene and staged 
CMD: E11, what’s your location? 
E11: Tennessee and Cherry 
CMD: go ahead and come on down to Dahlia. 
CMD – Div3: we’ve opened up all the ceiling here, we can’t find the fire.  I’m having the guys still 
open up the roof paneling around the fireplace flu 
CMD: command copies.  Div3, what are the conditions around the fire apt? 
Div3: conditions are clear.  The only place I see smoke pushing is down the fire place flu’s. 
CMD: command copies that the conditions are clear on Div3 
CMD – E24: Unreadable 
CMD: copy.  E24 come to command 
E24: copy. Going to command 
CMD – Div3: we opened up the wall around the flu and we have smoke pushing so I think we 
are finding it here 
CMD: ok, great.  Send out R2 to go to rehab and 19’s out for rehab 
CMD – R2C: I’m here in the cockloft area.  We have no active fire light smoke  
Div3 – CMD: No answer. 
Chatter 
Div3 – CMD: no answer 
CMD – RoofDiv: no answer 
TR15 – CMD: No answer 
CMD – Tr15:  R2 and E19 still have pretty fresh bottles.  I don’t think they need to come out for 
rehab.  I think they got water and …Unreadable 
CMD: unable to copy all of message 
TR15: coming out for…Unreadable 
CMD – Div3: Unreadable 
E24 – R2C: no answer 
CMD – TR15: what’s your location for a face to face 
CMD: adjacent to T16 
Unreadable 
CMD – Div3: We’ve…Unreadable…seat of the fire.  Unreadable 
Div3 – CMD: will you come out to command and talk to me face to face 
Div3: copy face to face 
DISP: you are about 45 minutes in 
CMD – SFTY: no answer 
Div3 – CMD: no answer 
CMD – SFTY: I just did a face to face with Div3. Standby for an update 
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CMD: ok copy.  R2 and E19 should be off of the 3rd floor at this time and E24 should be up there 
taking their spot 
SFTY: copy.  E24.  I’ll send the other 2 down.  They said most of the fire is out where it was 
running.  Looking for hot spots 
CMD:  good news.  Thank you 
CMD – RoofDiv: Yes sir.  We have this roof open as much as we need to.  Most of the fire was 
in this chimney stack.  It’s all knocked at this time.  All the piece of the decking and the roof that 
was burning have been cut and is extinguished. 
CMD: copy.  Command declares the fire out 
E19 – CMD: No Answer 
R2 – CMD: No Answer 
CMD – SFTY: E19 and R2 are heading to rehab now 
CMD: copy’s and confirms that E19 and R2 are coming off of Div3 
CMD: send those guys to rehab if you would 
SFTY: copy that 
CMD: all companies, rehab is established at the AL which is just adjacent to T16 
CMD – SFTY: E18 is heading down for rehab, E24 is on the 3rd floor to the 3rd floor div 
CMD: command copies 
RoofDiv – CMD:  why don’t you start rotating some companies and have them come down to 
rehab 
RoofDiv: copy.  Doing a little bit of roof control overhaul, Unreadable 
CMD: ok copy 
E19 – CMD: do you have all 4 members, PAR, and are out of the building? 
E19: affirmative, we have all 4 
CMD: copy.  E5 do you have PAR? 
RoofDiv: E5 is up here with me; let me get to my…Unreadable 
CMD: Do a PAR for me on the roof.  It’s my understanding that the Engineers are up there on 
the roof.  
RoofDiv to CMD: I have a PAR for T19, T16, & E5 
CMD:  copy.  E18 the same 
E18: 18 PAR 
CMD: copies.  Thanks 
DISP – CMD: can you have Arson head this direction please. 
DISP: copy.  We will get arson heading your way 
Arson – DISP: No Answer 
CMD – RoofDiv: update.  We’re still opening up some of this roof and finding a few hotspots.  
We’re just cooling it down to make sure we don’t have it running East-West on us. 
CMD:  ok…it’s hot up there; do you want me to send you a crew? 
RoofDiv:  Negative, right now all our companies are fresh. 
CMD: copy 
RoofDiv – CMD: if you have a fresh company you can send up there.  I’ll send T19 and E5 
down. 
CMD: I’ll get you a fresh company 
CMD – E18:  we just rehab’ed and are ready to go if you want us to take it. 
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CMD: that’s negative 
RoofDiv – CMD: I’m giving you E21 
RoofDiv: copy…getting E21 
E11 – CMD: You will now be my RIT company.  RIT bag is on the N side of the building 
E11:  WILLCO.  E11 will be the RIT 
RoofDiv – CMD: Are we about ready to clear RoofDiv? 
RoofDiv:  Yes sir.  Give me about 5 minutes.  I want to make sure we don’t have any hot spots. 
CMD: copy…5 minutes then have everybody come down 
E24 – CMD: you’re best guess…which apt was the origin of the fire? 
E24: Standby 1 
CMD: take your time 
CMD – RoofDiv: It’s just a guess. But I don’t believe this started in a unit.  I’ll let you know when 
I’m down, but I’m pretty sure it was up here. 
CMD:  ok copy.  Trying to gather some info for Arson 
CMD – E24: looks like most of the fire was in the roof above apt 303 
CMD: 303 thank you 
CMD – SFTY: I’m gonna walk some people up on the 2nd floor to get their cats out 
CMD: copy 
SFTY – CMD: you might let her know that she will be out of her apt for a while 
SFTY: ok.  Copy that 
UNK: MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY we got a firefighter down from the roof on to the 2nd floor.  
3rd floor 3rd floor 
CMD: say that again 
UNK: firefighter down from the roof onto the 3rd floor 
CMD: copy.  I got the RIT team going to the 3rd floor right now 
CMD – SFTY: no answer 
EMS – CMD: No answer 
EMS: EMS copy, firefighter down were bringing up 
E18: 18’s we have the RIT stuff.  We’re heading in. were’ on the 3rd floor now 
CMD: ok…tell me what’s going on up there 
CMD – SFTY: everybody hold their traffic.  Break.  Command we have the officer from E21 he’s 
ok.  We’re bringing him down to the 3rd floor.  Standby 
CMD: CMD copies. 
EMS – CMD: no answer 
CMD – RIT: we do have contact with him.  Appears as though he has a minor shoulder injury at 
this point.  He’s above the floor.  We’ve got a ladder up and he’s coming down now 
CMD:  copy is he ambulatory? 
RIT:  Afirm.  He’s going to walk down the stairs. 
CMD: Ok.  Copy 
CMD – RIT: no answer 
CMD – SFTY: is EMS coming around to this Delta side? 
SFTY – CMD:  They have it.  They are coming right up. 
RoofDiv – SFTY: hey I’m right beneath you.  I’m not sure if we had it open or if he fell through a 
weak spot in the roof. 
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RoofDiv: he fell through a weak spot.  I can give you a summary when I talk to ya.  I’m gonna 
clear E21 off the roof.  Send me one other company up here and we’re gonna get this line off 
then we are going to get off the roof. 
CMD: yeah RoofDiv from command.  Go ahead and conclude Ops on the roof.  Bring everyone 
down 
CMD – RIT:  FF is being evaluated by the paramedics now 
RoofDiv - E5B:  I’m shutting that line off that’s going to the roof 
RoofDiv: I copy.  Let’s shut that line down but I am going to need a company up here to take it 
down. 
CMD – E24:  we’ll come up and grab the line 
R2 – CMD: R2 you can go available 
R2: copy available 
TR15 – CMD: You can start packaging your rig and getting ready to go in service 
TR15: copy 
E19 – CMD: You can go in service 
E19: copy.  We’ll go in 
DISP – CMD: One FF injury, you can start the call with 
DISP: ok.  I copy.  Is he transported? 
CMD: I’ll let you know shortly 
DISP: and it was E21A correct? 
CMD: affirm 
DISP: 1026 
E18 – CMD: You may go in service 
E18: message receive we are picking up.  Thanks Chief 
CMD: thanks for all your help 
UNK: Hey 15’s, hold that ladder 
UNK: ok copy, we’re holding the 35 
UNK: C4 they have an aerial at the corner if they want 
UNK: Neg.  I’m going to take this ground ladder down. 
C4 – SFTY: I’m gonna have LT walk up this Ipad up for ya…Unreadable 
C4: copy.  I’ll stand by 
R2:  All companies, did anybody pick up a saw off the 3rd floor? 
UNK: R2 I think your saw is up by the turn table on T19 
R2: copy.  Thank you 
SFTY – T16: we have that officers pad.  Where can we bring it to you? 
SFTY: can you repeat? 
T16:  We have that SCBA pack for the officer that was injured.  Where can we bring it to you? 
SFTY:  I’m on the Bravo side 
C2:  Chief 2’s on Unreadable 
SFTY:  yeah chief, we have a member of E21A heading down to DH.  E21’s crew’s gonna go 
there in a bit.  But can you go down and meet EMS? 
C2: Affirmative.  I’ll head that way 
SFTY: ok.  Thanks 
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CMD – SFTY: just and update, members being transported to DH and there is a second 
ambulance on scene now. 
CMD: copy.  We have a second ambulance and I’m going to maintain a RIT until I get 
everybody off the roof. 
SFTY: copy that 
SFTY – CMD: can you meet me for a face to face? 
SFTY: that’s affirmative and everybody’s off the roof 
CMD – R2: what’s your location? 
CMD: currently at my car. 
CMD – SFTY: do you want EMS still hanging out? 
CMD: not unless I have somebody on the roof but it looks like the roof is clear 
SFTY: that’s affirmative, nobody’s on the roof 
CMD: thank them for me and let them go in service. 
SFTY: copy that EMS is clear 
CMD – E21: Chief we are staged on Kentucky Dahlia, NW. 
CMD: ok copy, remain out of service and if you would come over and meet me face to face 
E21: copy face to face 
DISP – Ops2: did you assign C2 to a channel? 
DISP: repeat. 
Ops2: could you let C2 know there’s another member from R2 heading to DH. 
DISP: we are on the phone with R2 right now. 
Ops2: please let C2 know that 
C2: Ops2, C2 copies 


